Environmental Impact Assessment

Legal Basis

NEPA – the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969:

Provides a general statement of federal policy towards the environment:

Sec. 101: "It is the continuing policy of the Federal Government . . . to use all practicable means and measures, including financial and technical assistance, in a manner calculated to foster and promote the general welfare, to create and maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future generations of Americans."

Sec. 102 (C) -- added on as a "forcing mechanism" to see that the policy in Sec. 101 was carried out. Required that federal agencies:

“include in every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, a detailed statement by the responsible official on --

(i) the environmental impact of the proposed action,

(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be implemented,

(iii) alternatives to the proposed action,

(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity, and

(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be involved in the proposed action should it be implemented."

Also requires the agency to “obtain the comments of any Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved.”

Sec 102 also requires that agencies:

1) Use a systematic interdisciplinary approach
2) Develop procedures for considering unquantified environmental amenities in decision making
3) Consider alternative use of the resources involved
4) Support initiatives to maximize worldwide cooperation to enhance the quality of the environment
5) Make information available to others on enhancing the environment. Use ecological information for planning of projects.

Other Legislation and Regulations

The environmental analysis process is frequently used to comply with other relevant legislation and regulations. There are a number of federal (and state) statues that relate to project planning and development. Some of these (this is not a complete list!) are:

Natural Resource Laws

Land and Water Conservation Act
- Provides funds to acquire land for outdoor recreation. Lands acquired under this act shall not be used for other purposes.
- If necessary, must be replaced with equivalent land.

Wildlife Restoration, Fish Restoration
- Provides funds to restore fish or wildlife lands.

Endangered Species Act
- Develop lists of species
- Federal actions should not jeopardize species or their habitats.

Migratory Bird Treaty Act
- Cannot destroy eggs or nests of migrating species.

Wild and Scenic Rivers
- Protection of designated streams.

Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899
- Require permits to ensure navigational clearance.
- Permits to discharge refuse into water required from Army Corps of Engineers (now part of Clean Water Act)

Clean Water Act
- Permits are required to discharge pollutants into navigable waters (known as Section 404 permits).

Coastal Zone Management
- Coordinated program for shoreland areas of the Great Lakes, Atlantic and Pacific coastal areas.

Federal Wetland Management Order (1977)
- Minimize impacts on wetlands.
- Only if there are no practical alternatives and there is all practical measures to reduce hard and replacement.
- Includes privately owned wetlands.
Air and Noise Legislation

Clean Air Act
- Sets targets for air quality
- Special rules for non-attainment areas
- Requires Air quality planning
  SIP – State Implementation Plan

Noise Control Act
- Sets noise emission standards

Other Legislation and regulations

Executive Order on Environmental Justice
- Based on the Civil Rights act, bans discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal funding,

Relocation Assistance Law
- Sets procedures for relocation of people and businesses affected by a project.

Farmland Preservation
- Avoid adverse effects on farmland.

Historic Preservation Act
- Buildings on Historic Register need review by Council for Historic Preservation.

Antiquities Act
- Protects ruins and archaeological sites, require a permit.

Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act
- Need to acquire, protect, and preserve archaeological data.

Civil Rights Act
- Community facilities primarily used by minorities must be given attention; displacement, isolation, decreased accessibility.

Sec. 4f of the Department of Transportation Act (Highway Act of 1968) says
The Secretary of Transportation shall not approve any project which requires the use of parkland, recreation areas, wildlife and wildfowl refuges and historic sites of significance unless:
  1) There is no feasible and prudent alternative and
  2) All possible planning to minimize harm to the park is included in the project.

Americans with Disabilities Act
- Cannot discriminate on the basis of disability.
Resources: Environmental Regulations Web pages

Council on Environmental Quality,

Regulations for Implementing NEPA
http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepa/regs/ceq/toc_ceq.htm

NEPA's Forty Most Asked Questions
http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepa/regs/40/40P3.htm

Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Federal Activities

Laws, Regulations and Guidance
http://www.epa.gov/compliance/index.html
Environmental Impact Statements

A. Environmental Impact Statement preparation is a major step in the project implementation process.

B. Required for all "major federal actions significantly affecting the environment." The project must be **major, federal, an action, and have an effect on the environment that is significant**. These terms were not defined in the original law and have been left for agencies and the courts to define. If the project does not significantly affect the environment a FONSI – a finding of no significant impact is filed instead. If it is not a major federal action neither an EIS nor a negative declaration is required.

C. Also required by many states (Wisconsin, California, etc.) which have passed similar laws.

D. The EIS is also used to meet the requirements of other legislation relating to environmental issues, such as parkland preservation, clean air, wetland impacts, etc.

E. Agencies have three categories of actions; 1) Categorical exclusions, minor actions that do not require any environmental analysis or have by their nature a significant impact, 2) Projects with unknown impacts that may or may not require a full EIS, in that case and environmental assessment (EA) takes place and 3) Significant Projects that automatically require a full EIS. Each agency prepares a list of example projects in each category.

F. If an EIS is required it is first prepared as a draft EIS for comments by others and then following a decision, the comments and a responses are added and it is issued as a final EIS.

G. Examples of types of projects requiring a full EIS are highway, transit, airport expansion projects; locks and dams; nuclear power plans; oil drilling permits; major buildings; major policy statements; park developments; waste treatment facilities; railroad abandonment; certain types of private developments; etc.

H. Environmental assessments are used for projects where it is not known if the impact is ‘significant’. In that case, an analysis needs to be conducted of the project to determine significance. This may be as extensive as a full EIS or more limited, if the impacts are in only a few categories.
Figure 1: NEPA process as used by Wisconsin Department of Transportation: source WDOT procedure 21-15-5
I. Content of an EIS

1) A description of the proposed project and its surroundings.
2) The probable impact of the proposed project.
3) Any probable adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be implemented.
4) Alternatives to the proposed action.
5) The relationship between local, short-term uses of man's environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity.
6) Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be involved if the project should be implemented.
7) Where unavoidable environmental effects are encountered, measures taken and proposed to minimize harm.
8) Comments by agencies and the public.

Phases of Analysis

Scoping Process: Determine what alternatives will be analyzed and what criteria will be used. Alternatives include alternative technology and locations. Normally there are a series of 'scoping' meetings where the public and other agencies have input on the scope of the study.

Public participation: Identify how the affected agencies and the public will participate and have input in the process.

Determine the affected environment: Identify geographic area affected by the project. Identify any critical populations or natural areas that merit special attention.

Analysis: Assess the impacts for each category for each alternative. Methods used may be highly technical and analytic to subjective depending on the impact category involved.

Mitigation: If adverse impacts are expected to occur, how will they be minimized or eliminated?

Decision making: Select an alternative technology and location. A public participation process should take place where other agencies and the public have an opportunity to provide input. Decisions are ultimately made by the agency conducting the study. These are typically made by elected officials or those who they designate.
Impact Types

There are many potential impacts that could occur from a project. While it is impossible to develop a general list of all impacts that any particular project could have, a checklist of possible impacts is useful. The Wisconsin Department of Transportation gives the following list as used in their Screening Worksheet (procedure 21-15-5)\(^1\). If there is a likely impact in any of the categories, it should be assessed and described for each alternative.

Socio-Economic Impacts

A. General Economic Impacts

- Economic Advantages and Disadvantages of the proposed action
- Potential for increased or decreased economic development
- Potential job creation

B. Community or Residential Impacts

- Population characteristics of area affected
- Effects on different modes of transport in the community or neighborhood
- Impacts on minorities, elderly, disabled or low income populations
- Traffic Impacts
- Changes in Land Use
- Effects on emergency services, emergency vehicle access, evacuation routes
- Changes in access to property and effects on pedestrians
- Residential buildings to be removed
- Household displaced, and relocation issues.

F. Economic Development and Business Impacts

- Effects of the project on transportation dependant businesses.
- Jobs created or displaced from the project.
- Effects of changes in type or volume of traffic
- Effects on businesses that employ minority, elderly, disabled or low income people
- Effects on businesses that serve minority, elderly, disabled or low income people
- Business relocation needs
- Effects on the areas economic development potential

G. Agricultural Impacts

- Effects on farm operations because of land lost due to project
- Effects on access to farm operations
- Severed agricultural operations
- Effects of loss of buildings used for agricultural purposes
- Land acquisition impacts
- Impacts of changes in cattle or equipment crossing changes

\(^1\) Wisconsin Department of Transportation Facilities Development Manual, “Format and Content of Environmental Documents – Environmental Assessment” Procedure 21-15-5, 
Effects from the elimination of an old roadway
- Effects of secondary development on agricultural activities
- Impacts on minority or low income persons working in agriculture

H. Environmental Justice Impacts
- Specific impacts on minority or low income populations
- Interrelationships with other environmental factors
- Are there disproportionate impacts on minority and low income populations?
- Does Title VI of the civil rights act apply to individuals?

Natural Area Impacts

E. Wetland Impacts
- Effects on waterfowl and wildlife dependant on the wetland
- Effects on endangered species
- Practicable alternatives to use of the wetland area affected
- Erosion control management
- Impacts of fill to be placed in wetlands on water quality (Sec 404 permit requirements)
- Impacts on navigable waters
- Mitigation techniques

F. Streams and Floodplain Impacts
- Endangered species affected by the project
- Effects on migratory birds and swallow nests from project
- Upstream and downstream effects
- Section 404 permit requirements
- Changes in 100 year flood plain areas.
- Effects on water quality during and after construction
- Erosion control techniques
- Flooding hazards and floodplain zoning and insurance impacts
- Effects on fish and wildlife, open space and aesthetics
- Construction impacts, erosion

G. Lakes and Open Water Impacts
- Endangered species affected by the project
- Effects on migratory birds and swallow nests from project
- Encroachments into water areas, 404 permit requirements?
- Impacts on water quality,
- Impacts on plants and animals from the project
- Erosion control and storm water management measures

H. Upland Habitat Impacts
- Endangered species affected by the project
- Effects on migratory birds and swallow nests from project
- Effects on migration corridors
- Significance of impacts on wildlife
- Secondary impacts from the project

I. Erosion Control

- Areas that are sensitive to erosion or sedimentation.
- Methods to be used for erosion control

J. Storm water impacts

- Impacts on water quality
- Special circumstances
- Storm water management techniques
- Property acquisitions for storm water management

Physical Environmental Impacts

K. Air Quality Impacts
- Non attainment status of the study area
- Carbon Monoxide Impacts
- Ozone impacts
- Conformity determination

L. Construction Sound Impacts

- Impacts of construction noise on sensitive areas such as schools, libraries
- Methods used to minimize construction sound levels during construction

M. Traffic Noise Impacts
- Impacts of traffic noise on sensitive areas such as schools, libraries
- Methods used for abatement of noise levels

Cultural Environmental Impacts

N. Unique Areas Impacts

- Impacts on publicly owned lands such as public parks, recreational lands, wildlife refuges, waterfowl refuges and historic sites
- Significance of each affected publicly owned property
- Alternatives
- Methods used to minimize harm from the project.
- Coordination with other agencies

O. Historic structures and buildings

- Significance of structures and buildings affected by the project
- Methods used to minimize harm from the project.

P. Archaeological Resources
- Notification of Native American tribes concerning project
- National historic landmarks affected by the project
- Traditional cultural properties affected by the project
- Impacts on sacred sites
- Impacts on cemeteries
- Human remains or burial sites encountered

Q. Hazardous substances or underground storage tanks
- Known or suspected contaminants
- Measures used to avoid hazardous materials contamination
- Remediation techniques.

R. Aesthetic Impacts
- Impacts of the project on the visual character of the landscape
- Mitigation measures to minimize of avoid adverse visual impacts

S. Coastal Zone Impacts
- Effects of the project on coastal zones and special coastal areas
The Federal Transit Administration list of impact categories is as follows:

A. Social and Economic Impacts
   - Land acquisition
   - Land use and development changes
   - Economic impacts
   - Safety and security
   - Visual Impacts

B. Air quality

C. Endangered species

D. Floodplains

E. Hazardous materials and brownfields

F. Historic, archeological and cultural resources

G. Navigable waterways and coastal zones

H. Noise and vibration

I. Transportation impacts
   - Transit
   - Traffic
   - Parking

A. Water quality

B. Wetlands
Environmental Impact Assessment
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NEPA: the National Environmental Policy Act

- Enacted in 1969
- Provides a general statement of federal policy towards the environment:
  - Sec. 101: ... "It is the continuing policy of the Federal Government . . . to use all practicable means and measures, including financial and technical assistance, in a manner calculated to foster and promote the general welfare, to create and maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future generations of Americans."
Sec 102 – “Forcing Mechanism”

- Sec. 102 (C) -- added on as a "forcing mechanism" to see that the policy in Sec. 101 was carried out.
- Required that federal agencies: “include in every ... major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, a detailed statement by the responsible official on –
  - (i) the environmental impact of the proposed action,
  - (ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be implemented,
  - (iii) alternatives to the proposed action,
  - (iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of man’s environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity, and
  - (v) any irreversible and irrevocable commitments of resources which would be involved in the proposed action should it be implemented.”

Sec 102 also requires that agencies:

- Obtain the comments of any Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved.
- Use a systematic interdisciplinary approach
- Develop procedures for considering unquantified environmental amenities in decision making
- Consider alternative use of the resources involved
- Support initiatives to maximize worldwide cooperation to enhance the quality of the environment
Environmental Impact Statements

- Environmental Impact Statement preparation is a major step in the project implementation process.
- Required for all "major federal actions significantly affecting the environment." The project must be
  - major,
  - federal,
  - an action, and
  - have an effect on the environment that is
  - significant.
- These terms were not defined in the original law and have been left for agencies and the courts to define.

If an EIS is required it is first prepared as a draft EIS for comments by others and then following a decision, the comments and a responses are added and it is issued as a final EIS.

An EIS may also be required by many states which have passed laws similar to NEPA.

The EIS is also used to meet the requirements of other legislation relating to environmental issues, such as parkland preservation, clean air, wetland impacts, etc.
Sample Impact Statements

- Most impact statements are posted online by the agency that prepares the statement.
- Go to agency web site and search for environment. Some sources:
  - FTA Environmental Documents
    http://www.fta.dot.gov/18087_ENG_HTML.htm
  - EPA Current Statements:
    http://cfpub.epa.gov/compliance/nepa/current/
    http://www.epa.gov/fedrgstr/EPA-IMPACT/

NEPA requires the following content in an EIS

- A description of the proposed project and its surroundings.
- The probable impact of the proposed project.
- Any probable adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be implemented.
- Alternatives to the proposed action.
- The relationship between local, short-term uses of man's environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity.
- Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be involved if the project should be implemented.
- Where unavoidable environmental effects are encountered, measures taken and proposed to minimize harm.
- Comments by agencies and the public.
EA or EIS?

- Environmental assessments (EA) are used for projects where it is not known if the impact is ‘significant’. In that case, an analysis needs to be conducted of the project to determine significance.
- An EA can be as extensive as a full EIS or more limited, if the impacts are in only a few categories.

FONSI, Negative Declaration

- If the project does not significantly affect the environment a FONSI – a finding of no significant impact is filed instead.
- If it is not a major federal action neither an EIS nor a negative declaration is required.
Action Categories

- Actions can be of three types:
  - 1) Categorical exclusions, minor actions that do not require any environmental analysis or have by their nature a significant impact,
  - 2) Projects with unknown impacts that may or may not require a full EIS, in that case and environmental assessment (EA) takes place and
  - 3) Significant Projects that automatically require a full EIS. Each agency prepares a list of example projects in each category.
Phases of Analysis

- Scoping Process: Determine what alternatives will be analyzed and what criteria will be used. Alternatives include alternative technology and locations.
- Public participation: Identify how the affected agencies and the public will participate and have input in the process.
- Determine the affected environment: Identify geographic area affected by the project.
- Analysis: Assess the impacts for each category for each alternative.
- Mitigation: If adverse impacts are expected to occur, how will they be minimized or eliminated?
- Decision making: Who decides? What alternative is chosen?

Impact Categories

- Impact statements or EAs should consider all relevant impacts. This can be an extensive list. Different agencies have different lists.
- General categories:
  - Community Impacts
  - Natural Area Impacts
FTA Impact Categories (1)

- Social and Economic Impacts
  - Land acquisition
  - Land use and development changes
  - Economic impacts
  - Safety and security
  - Visual Impacts
- Air quality
- Endangered species
- Floodplains

FTA Impact Categories (2)

- Historic, archeological and cultural resources
- Navigable waterways and coastal zones
- Noise and vibration
- Water Quality
- Wetlands
- Transportation Impacts
  - Transit
  - Traffic
  - Parking
Other Relevant Legislation

- Environmental analysis are frequently used to meet the requirements of other state and federal laws and regulations: Some of the important of these are:
  - Clean Air Act
  - Clean Water Act
  - Endangered Species Act
  - Federal Wetland Management Order (1977)
  - Relocation Assistance Law
  - Historic Preservation Act
  - Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act
  - Civil Rights Act – (Environmental Justice Order)
  - Sec. 4f of the Department of Transportation Act (Parkland protection).
  - Americans with Disabilities Act

Useful Web pages

- EPA Information
- NEPA’s Forty Most Asked Questions
- Regulations for Implementing NEPA
- EPA Laws, Regulations and Guidance
  - http://es.epa.gov/oeca/oфа/legis.html
- Policy and Procedures for the Review of Federal Actions Impacting the Environment
  - http://es.epa.gov/oeca/oфа/policy.html
  - http://es.epa.gov/oeca/oфа/crosscut.html
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Environmental Justice and Transportation Planning

(Originally presented at APTA Bus and Paratransit conference, Milwaukee, May 6, 2003)

Basics

- “movement” began in 1982 in North Carolina, concern over the location of landfills and the racial and economic status of surrounding communities. Race was found to be a significant factor
- Individuals from minority and ethnic groups often find participation difficult and are also traditionally under served by transportation.
- Barriers arise both from the nature of the system and from cultural, linguistic and economic differences.

Goals

- To avoid or minimize disproportionately high and adverse human health and environmental effects, including Social and economic effects, on minority and low-income population
- To ensure the full and fair participation by all potentially affected communities in the decision-making process.
- To prevent the denial of, reduction in, or significant delay in the receipt of benefits by minority and low-income populations

Environmental Justice

- “the pursuit of equal justice and equal protection under the law for all environmental statutes and regulation without discrimination based on race ethnicity and/or socioeconomic status”
- The Final Rule on Metropolitan and Statewide Planning requires MPOs and states to “seek out and consider” the needs of the transportation-disadvantaged.
- Issue is essentially:
  - Who Benefits?
  - Who Pays?

Title VI of Civil Rights Act of 1964

- “each Federal agency is required to ensure that no person is excluded from participation in, denied the benefit of, or subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, sex, disability, or religion.”
- Bans racial discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal funding, includes state and local environmental agencies
- A complaint can be filed within 180 days of permit issuance against the permitting agency
- Two-step process - determine:
  - Adverse impact?
  - Disproportionate effect on minorities
Executive Order on Environmental Justice

Issued in 1994
An attempt to bring together the protection of civil rights and the protection of the environment.
The initiatives affect two areas
• Any project or activity subject to EIS requirements
• Any project or activity requiring permits from a state or local authority receiving federal funding

Application

The U.S. DOT Order applies to all policies, programs, and other activities that are undertaken, funded, or approved by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), or other U.S. DOT components:
• Policy Decisions.
• Systems Planning.
• Metropolitan and Statewide Planning.
• Project Development and Environmental Review under NEPA.
• Preliminary Design.
• Final Design Engineering.
• Right-of-Way.
• Construction.
• Operations and Maintenance.

Transit Agency Roles

Transit agencies support Title VI and environmental justice principles when they:
• Ensure that new investments and changes in transit facilities, services, maintenance and vehicle replacement deliver equitable levels of service and benefits to minority and low-income populations.
• Avoid, minimize or mitigate disproportionately high and adverse effects on minority and low-income populations.
• Enhance public involvement activities to identify and address the needs of minority and low-income populations in making transportation decisions.

Objectives

• To convey issues in ways that are meaningful to various cultural groups
• To bridge cultural and economic differences that affect participation
• To use communication techniques that enable people to interact
• To develop partnerships on a one-to-one or small group basis
• To increase participation by underrepresented groups
Assessment Process

Identify Minority or Low-Income Populations:
- determine whether minority populations, low-income populations, or Indian tribes are present,
- if so whether there may be disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects.

Public Participation:
- effective public participation strategies that assure meaningful community representation in the EIS process.

Numeric Analysis:
- Where a disproportionate and adverse environmental impact is identified, agencies should consider relevant demographic, public health and industry data concerning the potential for exposure to human health or environmental hazards.

Alternatives and Mitigation:
- The relative impact of alternatives should be considered, and measures to avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts should be evaluated as part of the EIS.

Understanding a culture is critical.

Use diversity in your organization to better relate to the diversity in the community. Recognize varied styles of communication.
- It may be considered improper to disagree with authority.
- Discussion with the entire community may need to precede decisions by leaders and elders.
- Speaking up may be interpreted as “making trouble.”

Techniques

- Draw from the full array of formal techniques for citizen participation: committees, task forces and advisory bodies, meetings and conferences, focus groups, surveys, working through neighborhood groups.
- Use Informal techniques – developing relationships, networking within communities. Walk through the neighborhood, personally inviting people to attend.
- Community organizations and their leaders are invaluable.
- Community groups provide access to individuals and can serve as forums for participation. Religious organizations are an effective way to reach minority and ethnic groups.
- Make special efforts to communicate with people who use languages other than English.
- Small meetings are less intimidating and more conducive to interaction.
- Hold meeting where ethnic or minority groups cluster.
- Announcements in minority or ethnic news media.
- Incentives may be used to improve attendance.
- Start early and extend throughout the process diffusing potentially controversial issues.
- Allow time for people to understand a process or project.
• Promote proactive participation
• Establish good relationships with under served groups
• Get people to help in the planning
• Break down historical barriers
• Increase chances for obtaining consensus

Environmental Justice and Specific NEPA Phases

Scoping Process
• Determine If Included groups are present in area
• If so, seek input from them as early as possible
• Public Participation
• Require approaches to overcome potential barriers, such as linguistic, cultural, economic, etc

Determining Affected Environment
• Demographic data may be needed for potential impact area
• Analysis
• Determine how effects are distributed within affected community

Alternatives
• Seek help from possibly affected groups to develop possible alternatives as early as possible
• Disproportionate effects must be considered accordingly when determining the environmentally preferred alternative

Recognition of Decision
• Disproportionate effects must be explicitly discussed
• Plain language should used, translating when necessary
• Mitigation
• Should reflect needs and preferences of affected groups

What if there is no EIS Required?

In instances where an EIS or EA is not required and disproportionate effects may occur, the process should be adjusted so that the environmental justice concerns are still addressed
• Public participation goals should still be satisfied
• Alternatives should be fully developed and considered, as would have been required by NEPA
Sources

FHWA/FTA Environmental Justice Web Page

FHWA

Federal Transit Administration

Environmental Justice Guidance Under the National Environmental Policy Act

Environmental Justice in Planning and Permitting Decisions
- http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/eqgrphs/ejmain.gif
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Basics

- Awareness of the issue began in 1982 in North Carolina, concern over the location of landfills and the racial and economic status of surrounding communities. Race was found to be a significant factor.
- Individuals from minority and ethnic groups often find participation difficult and are also traditionally underserved by transportation.
- Barriers arise both from the nature of the system and from cultural, linguistic and economic differences.
Goals

- To avoid or minimize disproportionately high and adverse human health and environmental effects, including social and economic effects, on minority and low-income populations.
- To ensure the full and fair participation by all potentially affected communities in the decision-making process.
- To prevent the denial of, reduction in, or significant delay in the receipt of benefits by minority and low-income populations.

Environmental Justice

- "the pursuit of equal justice and equal protection under the law for all environmental statues and regulation without discrimination based on race ethnicity and/or socioeconomic status"
- The Final Rule on Metropolitan and Statewide Planning requires MPOs and states to "seek out and consider" the needs of the transportation-disadvantaged.
- Issue is essentially:
  - Who Benefits?
  - Who Pays?
Title VI of Civil Rights Act of 1964

- “each Federal agency is required to ensure that no person is excluded from participation in, denied the benefit of, or subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, sex, disability, or religion.”
- Bans racial discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal funding, includes state and local environmental agencies
- A complaint can be filed within 180 days of permit issuance against the permitting agency
- Two-step process - determine:
  - Adverse impact?
  - Disproportionate effect on minorities

Executive Order on Environmental Justice

- Issued in 1994
- An attempt to bring together the protection of civil rights and the protection of the environment.
- The initiatives affect two areas
  - Any project or activity subject to EIS requirements
  - Any project or activity requiring permits from a state or local authority receiving federal funding
Application

- The U.S. DOT Order applies to all policies, programs, and other activities that are undertaken, funded, or approved by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), or other U.S. DOT components:
  - Policy Decisions.
  - Systems Planning.
  - Metropolitan and Statewide Planning.
  - Project Development and Environmental Review under NEPA.
  - Preliminary Design.
  - Final Design Engineering.
  - Right-of-Way.
  - Construction.
  - Operations and Maintenance.

Transit Agency Roles

- Transit agencies support Title VI and environmental justice principles when they:
  - Ensure that new investments and changes in transit facilities, services, maintenance and vehicle replacement deliver equitable levels of service and benefits to minority and low-income populations.
  - Avoid, minimize or mitigate disproportionately high and adverse effects on minority and low-income populations.
  - Enhance public involvement activities to identify and address the needs of minority and low-income populations in making transportation decisions.
Objectives

- To convey issues in ways that are meaningful to various cultural groups
- To bridge cultural and economic differences that affect participation
- To use communication techniques that enable people to interact
- To develop partnerships on a one-to-one or small group basis
- To increase participation by underrepresented groups

Assessment Process

- Identification of Minority or Low-Income Populations:
  - determine whether minority populations, low-income populations, or Indian tribes are present,
  - if so whether there may be disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects.
- Public Participation:
  - effective public participation strategies that assure meaningful community representation in the EIS process.
- Numeric Analysis:
  - Where a disproportionate and adverse environmental impact is identified, agencies should consider relevant demographic, public health and industry data concerning the potential for exposure to human health or environmental hazards.
- Alternatives and Mitigation:
  - The relative impact of alternatives should be considered, and measures to avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts should be evaluated as part of the EIS.
Understanding a culture is critical.

- Use diversity in your organization to better relate to the diversity in the community.
- Recognize varied styles of communication.
  - It may be considered improper to disagree with authority.
  - Discussion with the entire community may need to precede decisions by leaders and elders.
  - Speaking up may be interpreted as "making trouble." with some groups.

Techniques (1)

- Draw from the full array of formal techniques for citizen participation: committees, task forces and advisory bodies, meetings and conferences, focus groups, surveys, working through neighborhood groups.
- Use Informal techniques – developing relationships, networking within communities. Walk through the neighborhood, personally inviting people to attend.
Techniques (2)

- Community organizations and their leaders are invaluable.
- Community groups provide access to individuals and can serve as forums for participation.
- Religious organizations are an effective way to reach minority and ethnic groups.
- Make special efforts to communicate with people who use languages other than English.

Techniques (3)

- Small meetings are less intimidating and more conducive to interaction.
- Hold meeting where ethnic or minority groups cluster.
- Announcements in minority or ethnic news media.
- Incentives may be used to improve attendance.
Techniques (4)

- Start early and extend throughout the process diffusing potentially controversial issues
- Allow time for people to understand a process or project
- Promote proactive participation
- Establish good relationships with under served groups
- Get people to help in the planning
- Break down historical barriers
- Increase chances for obtaining consensus

Environmental Justice and Specific NEPA Phases (1)

- Scoping Process
  - Determine If Included groups are present in area
  - If so, seek input from them as early as possible
  - Public Participation
  - Require approaches to overcome potential barriers, such as linguistic, cultural, economic, etc
- Determining Affected Environment
  - Demographic data may be needed for potential impact area
- Analysis
  - Determine how effects are distributed within affected community
Environmental Justice and Specific NEPA Phases (2)

- Alternatives
  - Seek help from possibly affected groups to develop possible alternatives as early as possible
  - Disproportionate effects must be considered accordingly when determining the environmentally preferred alternative

- Recognition of Decision
  - Disproportionate effects must be explicitly discussed
  - Plain language should be used, translating when necessary

- Mitigation
  - Should reflect needs and preferences of affected groups

What if there is no EIS Required?

- In instances where an EIS or EA is not required and disproportionate effects may occur, the process should be adjusted so that the environmental justice concerns are still addressed
  - Public participation goals should still be satisfied
  - Alternatives should be fully developed and considered, as would have been required by NEPA
Sources

- FHWA/FTA Environmental Justice Web Page
  - [http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/ej2.htm](http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/ej2.htm)
- FHWA
  - [http://www fhwa dot gov/environment/e\2000.htm](http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/e\2000.htm)
- Federal Transit Administration
- Environmental Justice Guidance Under the National Environmental Policy Act
  - [http://ceq.eh doe.gov/nepa/regs/ej/ej.pdf](http://ceq.eh doe.gov/nepa/regs/ej/ej.pdf)
- Environmental Justice in Planning and Permitting Decisions

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/ej2.htm
Transit and Land Use Design

Goals

- Rethink land use/travel patterns to facilitate non-automotive travel
- Create human scale neighborhood
- Reduce dominance of automobile
- Enhance movement by pedestrians, bicycles and access to transit
- Facilitate internal circulation
- Create a particular architectural style ??

New Directions for Land Use and Site Design

- Fundamentally we need to consider pedestrians, bicycles and transit in the land use process
- Provide and preserve choices for the future
- Need to ask how will people walk or bicycle safely before land use decisions are made
- Adopt a vision, positive approach, how to make it work, rather than reasons why it won't
- Increase awareness of the market and design to serve new land use and travel markets

Approaches

- Many terms and approaches:
  - New Urbanism,
  - Traditional Neighborhood development
  - Neo-Traditional Design,
  - Transit Sensitive Design,
  - Transit Oriented Development,
  - Walkable Design
  - Pedestrian Pocket,
  - Cluster Design
  - Conservation Subdivision

- Many principles and techniques can also be applied to conventional subdivisions
Traditional Neighborhood Development

- Origins in Planning Architecture Community
- Design for a phased implementation of transit corridors.
- Node based design
- Attempt to recreate traditional neighborhood design as it was done prior to mid-1950's
- Grid street pattern, alleys, no cul-de-sacs
- Multiple entry and exit points into neighborhoods
- Local commercial land use mixed with residential land uses
- Public amenities
- Often have a distinctive architectural style with specific required details
- May not have any transit, may not necessarily be “transit friendly”

Transit Based Design

- Origins in Transit Community
- Corridor based design
- Land use is arranged to facilitate success of transit services.
- Predesignate future transit routes
- Transit corridor zoning overlay district
- Separate transit and auto oriented land uses
- Use mixed land uses
- Control of through auto traffic
- Provide a quality access system to transit by walking or bicycles
Figure 1: Node vs corridor based design
Walkable Design

- Origins in Planning Architecture community – “Pedestrian Pods”
- Node oriented design
- Places where people can walk safely
- Places with amenities and activities to walk to
- Pathways along all roads and in other areas to provide short connections
- May not have any transit or be “transit friendly”
- A component of TND or transit friendly design

Transit and Conventional Subdivision/Neighborhoods

- Use Good Traffic Management
- Avoid driveways on main roads
- Provide Proper sight distance
- Provide Good connectivity to adjacent parcels
- Use Access management

- Avoid cul de sacs
  - Extra public cost
  - Extra travel
  - Concentrates traffic on arterials
  - Poor connectivity for pedestrians and bicycles

- Provide pedestrian and bicycle facilities
  - Shortcut connections
  - Paths parallel to main roads

- Use Appropriate Geometry
  - Speed = f(width)
  - Be willing to accept narrow streets
Transit Sensitive Land Use Design Guidelines

Background

Series of Federal Transit Administration projects
- Market Based Transit Facility Design
- The New Suburb
- Guidelines for Transit Sensitive Land Use Design
- Measurement of Transit Benefits

Administration and Policy Guidelines

- Modify state and local policies to include transit as an element of land development.
- Zoning should encourage transit-sensitive land use design through the designation of Transit Corridor Districts (TCDs).
- Provide for transit-sensitive review of site plans and development proposals.
- Provide transit checklist for potential developers.
- Parking requirements in TCDs should reflect availability of transit services.
- Establish a Transportation Management Association to oversee transportation services and land use development along the transit corridor.
- Provide a mechanism for transfer of development rights (TDRs) for the land surrounding the TCDs.
### Table 2. Checklist for Transit Agency Review of Development Projects

The Transit Checklist can be used to evaluate the accessibility of a development to public transportation. Development plans can be critiqued by answering the questions on the checklist. These questions are designed to receive a “Yes” response if the development will accommodate transit vehicles and provides access to public transportation. If a “Yes” response is not received, refer to the appropriate chapter in the Guidelines for design suggestions. If further assistance is required, PACE will review development plans and provide transit-related design suggestions and technical assistance.

- Are transit stops located within one-quarter mile (one-half mile in low density developments) or less of all buildings within the development?
- Have bus turnouts, berths, turnarounds and/or park-n-ride facilities been incorporated into appropriate roadway or development designs?
- Do pedestrian walkways provide a direct path from building entrances to transit stops?
- Are pedestrian walkways and bicycle routes located along the development’s perimeter streets? Do they lead directly to building entrances?
- Are walkways, curbs, bus stops, building entrances, parking areas and transit facilities designed for the mobility limited?
- Do office and industrial developments over 25,000 square feet have lobbies designed with passenger waiting areas?
- Are retail, office and industrial buildings located within 150 feet from transit service?
- Is adequate lighting provided at bus stops, passenger waiting areas and along pedestrian walkways?
- Are 5% of the parking spaces near the primary building entrance from the parking lot designed for vanpool/carpool vehicles?
- Do parking spaces for the mobility limited conform in dimension and number to the Illinois Accessibility Code?
- Are parking spaces for the mobility limited located adjacent to the primary building entrance from the parking lot?

Systems Level Actions -- Land Use

- Create transit corridor zoning overlay districts -- areas that will have future transit service
- Separate transit oriented and auto oriented land uses. Land uses which are conducive to transit; compact residential, schools, health care, office buildings, should be located along transit corridors
- Predesignate a future system of transit corridors; areas that have higher densities, mixed use development, and are served by transit with quality pedestrian and bicycle facilities with control of through automobile movement
- Establish transit service zones along existing arterials.
- Explore public/private opportunities for transit stop joint development.
- Provide adequate population size and density to support transit use.
- Provide for mixed use development to facilitate shorter trips and use of non-vehicle travel

System Level Actions -- Transit

- Relate services design to market conditions
- Provide for passenger safety and security
- Provide high quality transit service.
- Use Transit vehicles that are quiet and have low air pollution levels.
- Create a consistent Transit Identity: Signage, etc. and compatibility of stops.
- Avoid need for shuttle services
- Design for a phased implementation of transit corridors.
- Provide for Technological and infrastructure flexibility.
- Provide for high level geometric design of transit corridors.
- Provide regular maintenance at transit stops.
Transit Oriented Land Uses

The following land use categories were judged to have high transit compatibility (ratings of 4 or 5) and should be located in areas to be served by transit.

- Commercial airport
- Park and ride station
- General heavy industry
- Apartments
- Residential condominiums
- High density residential
- Retirement community
- Hotel – non-CBD
- Stadium
- Elementary school
- High school
- Junior/community college
- University
- Hospital
- General office building
- Office park
- Shopping center

The following had low compatibility (a rating of 1) and it is unlikely that large numbers of people would use transit to get to these places on a regular basis. It is possible that if these places had a high employment, that there could be travel to the site for employees. These land uses can generally be separated from public transit services.

- Water port
- General aviation airport
- Truck terminal
- Mini-warehousing
- Utilities
- Recreational homes
- Resort hotel
- Marina
- Golf course
- Day care center
- Nursing home
- State motor vehicle department
- Building materials and lumber
- Hardware/paint store
- Nursery/garden center
- Quality restaurant
- New car sales
- Service station
- Car wash
- Highway oasis
- Truck stop
- Furniture store
- Drive-in bank
- Drive-in savings and loan
Transit-related development/automobile related development

Source: Snohomish County “Guide . . .,” p. 8-7 from Portland “Public streets for Public Use.”
System Level Actions -- Pedestrian/Bicycle

- Develop standards for pathways to be included with arterial, and collector highway projects, parallel but separate from roadway
- Institute a plat review that includes consideration of pathway connections, safety of pedestrian and bicycle movement
- Control of through automobile traffic.
  - Use transit corridors for primary pedestrian, bicycle and transit movement.

Project Level Actions – Land Use

- Provide mixed land use including housing, office, retail, light industrial and recreational uses.
- Provide variety within the district.
- Locate buildings near streets; maximize utilization of curb space to serve many users
- Land use density gradient. (Higher densities close to transit)
- Utilize appropriate land use adjacencies.
- Provide recreational opportunities and amenities.
- Accommodate multiple developers and development patterns.
- Use a parking density gradient.
- Develop a program to encourage shared parking facilities.
- Building location and design should be sensitive to transit-generated noise and views.

Project Level Actions – Transit

- Provide for better connections between adjacent development projects -- connect across "seams".
- Provide logical connections between buildings and pedestrians/bicycles/transit, minimize the distance between vehicle door and building door.

Project Level Actions – Pedestrian/Bicycle

- Create a pedestrian/bicycle friendly environment (safe, secure, storage, interesting, human scale)
- Provide pathway connections between subdivisions, at ends of cul de sacs, to improve connectivity -- shortcuts
- Narrow neighborhood streets
- Provide Pedestrian/bicycle pathway system.
- Provide for safe, convenient pedestrian circulation.
- Promote bicycle access through high quality pathways and secure storage systems.
Source: Snohomish County, "Guide . . .," p. 7-4.
### Pedestrian and Bike Transit Access Distance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average Trip Distance</th>
<th>Average Speed</th>
<th>Average Service Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>.33 miles</td>
<td>2 mph</td>
<td>.34 sq. mi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biking</td>
<td>2 miles</td>
<td>8 mph</td>
<td>12.6 sq. mi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biking vs. Walking</td>
<td>6 times distance</td>
<td>4 times speed</td>
<td>37 times catchment area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Walk Buffers, Tallahassee, Florida

Air Buffers, Tallahassee, Florida
VARIATIONS ON CURRENT DESIGN PRACTICE TO PROMOTE DIRECT ACCESS TO TRANSIT

Source: British Columbia, "Guidelines . . .", p. 28.
Figure: Paths facilitate pedestrian and bicycle movement through development to transit stops.
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Goals

- Rethink land use/travel patterns to facilitate non-automotive travel
- Create human scale neighborhood
- Reduce dominance of automobile
- Enhance movement by pedestrians, bicycles and access to transit
- Facilitate internal circulation

New Directions for Land Use and Site Design

- Fundamentally there is a need to consider pedestrians, bicycles and transit in the land use process
- Provide and preserve choices for the future
- Need to ask how will people walk or bicycle safely before land use decisions are made
- Adopt a vision, positive approach, how to make it work, rather than reasons why it won’t
- Increase awareness of the market and design to serve new land use and travel markets
- Minor modifications to accommodate transit prior to project review can have high payoffs
Transit based land use design

- Origins in Transit Community
- Corridor based design
- Land use is arranged to facilitate success of transit services.
- Pre-designate future transit routes
- Establish transit corridor zoning overlay districts
- Separate transit and auto oriented land uses
- Use mixed land uses
- Control of through auto traffic in transit corridor
- Provide a quality access system to transit by walking or bicycles

Node vs. corridor based design

- Node Based System
- Corridor-Based System
Administrative Guidelines

- Modify state and local policies to include transit as an consideration in land development.
- Zoning should encourage transit-sensitive land use design through the designation of Transit Corridor Districts (TCDs)
- Provide for transit-sensitive review of site plans and development proposals.

Administrative Guidelines

- Provide transit checklist for potential developers.
- Parking requirements in TCDs should reflect availability of transit services.
- Establish a Transportation Management Association to oversee transportation services and land use development along the transit corridor.
- Provide a mechanism for transfer of development rights (TDRs) for the land surrounding the TCDs
Systems Level Actions - Land Use

- Create transit corridor zoning overlay districts - areas that will have future transit service
- Separate transit oriented and auto oriented land uses. Land uses which are conducive to transit; should be located along transit corridors
- Predesignate a future system of transit corridors; areas that have higher densities, mixed use development, and are served by transit with quality pedestrian and bicycle facilities with control of through automobile movement
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Systems Level Actions -- Land Use

- Establish transit service zones along existing arterials.
- Explore public/private opportunities for transit stop joint development.
- Provide adequate population size and density to support transit use.
- Provide for mixed use development to facilitate shorter trips and use of non-vehicle travel

11/14/2006
System Level Actions -- Transit

- Relate services design to market conditions
- Provide for passenger safety and security
- Provide high quality transit service.
- Use Transit vehicles that are quiet and have low air pollution levels.
- Create a consistent Transit Identity: Signage, etc. and compatibility of stops.

System Level Actions -- Transit

- Avoid need for shuttle services
- Design for a phased implementation of transit corridors.
- Provide for Technological and infrastructure flexibility.
- Provide for high level geometric design of transit corridors.
- Provide regular maintenance at transit stops.
System Level Actions -- Pedestrian/Bicycle

- Develop standards for pathways to be included with arterial, and collector highway projects, parallel but separate from roadway
- Institute a plat review that includes consideration of pathway connections, safety of pedestrian and bicycle movement
- Control of through automobile traffic.

Transit Oriented Land Uses

The following land use categories have a high transit compatibility (ratings of 4 or 5) and should be located in areas to be served by transit.

- Hotel – non-CBD
- Stadium
- Elementary school
- High school
- Junior/community college
- University
- Hospital
- General office building
- Office park
- Shopping center
Auto oriented land uses

The following have a low compatibility (a rating of 1) with transit. These land uses can generally be separated from public transit services.

- Water port
- General aviation airport
- Truck terminal
- Mini-warehousing
- Utilities
- Recreational homes
- Resort hotel
- Marina
- Golf course
- Day care center
- Nursing home

Project Level Actions – Land Use

- Provide mixed land use including housing, office, retail, light industrial and recreational uses.
- Provide variety within the district.
- Locate buildings near streets; maximize utilization of curb space to serve many users
- Locate higher densities close to transit
- Sensitive to transit-generated noise and views.
Project Level Actions – Land Use

- Utilize appropriate land use adjacencies.
- Provide recreational opportunities and amenities.
- Accommodate multiple developers and development patterns.
- Use a parking density gradient.
- Develop a program to encourage shared parking facilities.
- Building location and design should be

Transit vs. auto oriented land use
Project Level Actions – Transit

- Provide for better connections between adjacent development projects -- connect across "seams".
- Provide logical connections between buildings and pedestrians, bicycles and transit,
- Minimize the distance between vehicle door and building door.

Provide connectivity within neighborhoods
Project Level Actions – Pedestrian/Bicycle

- Create a pedestrian/bicycle friendly environment (safe, secure, storage, interesting, human scale)
- Provide pathway connections between subdivisions, at ends of cul de sacs, to improve connectivity -- shortcuts
- Narrow neighborhood streets
- Provide Pedestrian/bicycle pathway system.
- Provide for safe, convenient pedestrian circulation.
- Promote bicycle access through high quality pathways and secure storage systems.

Transit and Conventional Subdivision/Neighborhoods

- Steps can be taken to accommodate transit in conventional projects that are not major transit oriented developments
- Use Good Traffic Management
  - Avoid driveways on main roads
  - Provide Proper sight distance
- Provide Good connectivity to adjacent parcels
- Use Access management
Provide connections to adjacent land use

Transit and Conventional Subdivision/Neighborhoods

- Avoid cul de sacs
  - Extra public cost
  - Extra travel
  - Concentrates traffic on arterials
  - Poor connectivity for pedestrians and bicycles
- Provide pedestrian and bicycle facilities
  - Shortcut connections
  - Paths parallel to main roads
- Use appropriate street geometry
  - Speed = f(width)
  - Be willing to accept narrow streets
Useful web sites

- Smart Growth Network
  http://www.smartgrowth.org/default.asp
- US EPA Smart Growth Policies
  http://cfpub.epa.gov/sgpdb/browse.cfm
- Victoria Transportation Policy Institute TDM Encyclopedia
  http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm45.htm
- Congress for a New Urbanism
  http://www.cnu.org/
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A Transportation Modeling Primer

By Edward A. Beimborn
Center for Urban Transportation Studies

(This document has been incorporated into a book "Inside the Blackbox, Making Transportation Models Work for Livable Communities" It is available from the Citizens for a Better Environment at 414-271-7280 or the Environmental Defense Fund (publication 99215S) at 202-387-3500 - public information office)

Introduction:

Urban transportation planning can appear to be a complex and bewildering process when first encountered. This primer is intended to explain how the process works, the assumptions made and the steps that are used in urban transportation planning. This is done in order to help more people understand the process and its implications and to help people to interpret and comment on its results. This primer is divided into two sections, an overview of transportation planning in general - the what, why, who and how of transportation planning and a more specific description of the actual models used to forecast future travel. Since the basic purpose of transportation planning is to answer questions about future travel, the primer will use a question and answer format to explain how transportation planning takes place.

The General Process:

What is transportation planning?

Transportation planning is a process that develops information to help make decisions on the future development and management of transportation systems, especially in urban areas. It involves the determination of the need for new or expanded highways, transit systems, freight facilities, and transportation terminals, their location, their capacity and the management of their demand. Typically transportation planning involves a forecast of travel patterns 15 to 25 years into the future with an aim to develop a future transportation system that will work effectively at that time.
Why is transportation planning necessary?

Transportation can have significant effects on mobility, economic development, environmental quality, government finance and the quality of life. Wise planning is needed to help create high quality transportation facilities and services at a reasonable cost with minimal environmental impact and to enhance economic activity. Failure to plan can lead to severe traffic congestion, dangerous travel patterns, slow economic growth, adverse environmental impact and wasteful use of money and resources. Transportation planning is required by federal and state law in order to receive most types of federal, state and local funding for transportation projects. Significant transportation projects require a long lead time for their design and construction. Furthermore they can have major effects on future land use patterns which need to be assessed.

What is the legal basis for transportation planning?

Transportation planning is required in the United States as a condition to receive federal transportation funds for larger urban areas. The first requirements for urban transportation planning were enacted in legislation passed on 1962. These have been expanded and modified in subsequent legislation, such as the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA), the Transportation Efficiency Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21 and the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU). Under this legislation regulations for transportation planning have been issued that have many requirements, especially to deal with air quality issues, multimodal planning, better management of existing systems, expanded public input and financial requirements. Generally they have led to a greater role for transportation planning in urban areas, especially with a need to consider a wider range of alternatives and consequences of transportation.

Who does transportation planning?

Regional transportation planning is a cooperative effort between different units of local, state and federal government with opportunities for citizen input and participation. Normally, an agency designated as the metropolitan planning organization (MPO) in a region conducts the project. This is usually an agency such as a council of governments,
regional planning commission. In some cases it could be a state department of transportation or a county government. The MPO works cooperatively with local government and units of state government such as the state departments of transportation and natural resources in preparing the plan. State and local government might also engage in transportation planning for specific issues that relate to their jurisdictions. Citizen participation needs to be an important part of the planning process. This should begin early and continue throughout the process. This process is used to help elected officials to make decisions for the future development of their transportation systems.

Who are the transportation planners?

Transportation planners are professional who usually combine the techniques used by a traditional (town) planner with the methods and skills of a traffic engineer. Transportation planners work in an area between these two professions, as well as between engineers and administrators. Typically transportation planners have an educational background in transportation planning through a master's degree in engineering, although degrees in urban planning, geography or other areas with graduate work specializing in transportation or planning are possible.

What types of problems involve transportation planning?

Transportation planning is primarily focused on developing long range (15-30 years) urban transportation plans that can be used to set priorities for project implementation in the future. Such plans should ideally balance the need to build new roads and transit facilities (supply) with future travel demand patterns with a minimum of environmental effect and within the funding capabilities of the government agencies involved. Problems addressed can range from broad issues of policy at the federal or state level to specific programs and projects at a local level. Besides problems of congestion and travel growth, these could include the following:

- Travel demand alternatives for congestion reduction
- Land use/transportation coordination
- Urban form/transportation coordination
- Fuel reduction measures
- Air quality measures
- Safety measures
- Economic development/redevelopment activity
- Consideration of the use of pricing and tolls
- Freight movement issues
- Recreational/tourism access
- Environmental compliance issues
- Public participation process
- Permit documentation
- Improvements in intermodal linkages between modes
What alternatives are considered?

Transportation planning should consider a broad range of alternatives. There can be alternative modes of transportation, alternative locations of different systems, alternative levels of capacity or alternative policies. This would include the following:

- **Travel demand management policies:** Transportation services require a broad range of policies to function. Travel demand management involves efforts to make the current system more efficient and to use techniques to reduce demand during critical periods. This is not unlike programs that utility companies have used to promote energy conservation among their customers. Some of the techniques that could be used include: use of priority techniques for high occupancy vehicles, parking regulation, efforts to shift when travel occurs, promotion of telecommuting, transit service improvements, use of pricing techniques, etc.

- **A no build alternative:** This is basically the status quo with continuing maintenance and operation of the current transportation system. It may include substantial efforts to improve the efficiency and utilization of existing transportation systems. These are considered as an alternative to building new systems.

- **Land use alternatives:** Different land use patterns and policies can be used to affect travel demand and to affect the use of natural resources. These could include concentrated urban development patterns, increased suburban growth or some combination.

- **Modal alternatives:** Different modes of transportation — highway, transit, ride sharing, freight etc. — should be considered. Generally transportation plans are concerned with picking the best combination of modes that deals with a particular problem. Single mode plans — highway plan, transit plan, etc. — should not be done without considering other modes. All options should be considered to develop a balanced transportation system.

- **Capacity Changes:** The capacity of each mode (number of lanes, how often transit vehicles operate) can be varied in different alternatives. Highway capacity depends on many factors besides the number of lanes such as intersection characteristics, traffic signal systems and the characteristics of access along the highway.

- **Alternative locations:** Proper location of transit and highway facilities is an important part of their success. Facilities should be located to serve travel markets and to facilitate land development patterns that are good for the community.
What are the steps for transportation planning?

Transportation planning goes through a basic sequence of steps. Several can take place at once and it is not unusual to repeat some of the steps several times. The basic steps in the transportation planning process are the following:

- **Problem definition:** What are the key transportation, economic and land use issues and problems facing the community? This step may also involve definition of the size of an area to be studied, determination of the scope of the study and the establishment of a committee structure to oversee the planning process.

- **Define goals, objectives and criteria:** A consensus should be developed by elected officials and citizens about the future of the community and its transportation system. Goals are developed for the quality of transportation service, environmental impacts and costs. These will likely be in conflict. A good planning effort will identify the trade-offs between these factors among alternatives in a clear, concise way to help make decisions.

- **Data collection:** Data must be compiled about the present status of the transportation system and its use. This could include traffic data, transit ridership statistics, census information and interviews of households about their travel patterns. Data are also gathered on land use, development trends, environmental factors, and financial resources. This will assist in problem definition and in developing methods to forecast future travel patterns. Good data are essential to the planning process. The statement 'garbage in/garbage out' applies in transportation planning. Without good data, the results of the planning process have little real meaning and can lead to the wrong projects selected and a wrong direction for the region.
- **Forecasts:** Data from existing travel is used to make forecasts of future travel using travel demand models. This requires forecasts of future population, land use and economic conditions as well as understanding of how people make travel choices. Forecasting requires large amounts of data and is done under many assumptions. The basics assumptions and procedures of travel demand forecasting are given in section II of the primer.

- **Develop alternatives:** Forecasts are used to determine the performance of alternative future land use and transportation systems. Alternatives normally include different land use and transportation patterns with different mixtures of highway and transit services and facilities. Since land use affects travel and travel affects land use, both must be considered.

- **Evaluation:** Results of forecasts are used to compare the performance of alternatives in meeting goals, objectives and criteria. This information may be extensively discussed by interested citizens, elected officials, different government agencies and the private sector. Ultimately decisions are made by appropriate elected or appointed officials and groups.

- **Implementation plan:** Once decisions are made, plans should be further developed and refined for implementation. This may include more detailed analysis for design and evaluation following a similar process as above.

**How long does it take?**

Transportation planning is a continuous process. The length of time for an individual planning effort depends on the size of the problem, the availability of data, opportunities for citizen input and planning requirements. Development of a major update of a regional transportation plan can take several years or more depending on the need to collect new data. Attempts to rush the process usually lead to later delays to correct problems and bad assumptions at later phases.

**How accurate are the results?**

Transportation planning involves complex forecasts of human behavior and economic conditions into the next ten to thirty years. Many assumptions are needed to develop these forecasts and it is unlikely that all of these assumptions will prove to be correct. Transportation forecasts can give reasonable results if they are based on good data and reasonable assumptions. It is important that the assumptions behind a planning effort be clearly stated and that a reasonable range of future conditions be examined. The differences between alternatives are likely to be more accurate than the absolute values. These differences should be the basis for decision making.
What happens after a regional plan is complete?

Regional plans should be formally adopted by local and state governments to guide their programs. The regional plan then provides a basis for the preparation of a Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) which lists the specific projects to be implemented for the next six years. Once that a regional transportation plan is complete further efforts are needed to refine and implement the plan. Corridor studies are undertaken to refine the location of major new facilities. This may involve a major investment analysis which could also include an environmental impact statement. Other studies that are needed may be the development of transit operational plans, preliminary engineering studies, and jurisdictional studies. These studies may be done by the MPO or by state or local government depending on the problem to be addressed. Regional transportation plans should be updated periodically, at least once every ten years.

Forecasting Models

Transportation planning uses the term 'models' extensively. The term models is used to refer to a series of mathematical equations that are used to represent how people travel. Travel demand occurs as a result of thousands of individual travelers making individual decisions on how, where and when to travel. These decisions are affected by many factors such as family situations, characteristics of the person making the trip, and the choices (destination, route and mode) available for the trip. Mathematical relationships are used to represent (model) human behavior in making these choices. Models require a series of assumptions in order to work and are limited by the data available to make forecasts. The terms in the model are set (calibrated) to match existing data. Normally, these relationships are assumed to be valid and to remain constant in the future.

Models are important because future transportation plans are based on what the models say will happen rather than on what individual people may think will happen. Models
provide forecasts only for those factors and alternatives which are explicitly included in the equations of the models. If the models are not sensitive to certain policies or programs (i.e., policy sensitive), they will not affect the process or results. A consequence of this may be that a conclusion could be drawn that such policies are ineffective. This would be wrong because the models were not capable of testing the policy. For example, travel forecasting models usually exclude pedestrian and bicycle trips. Plans that include bicycle or pedestrian system improvements will not show any impact in the conventional modeling procedure since the models typically ignore these types of trips. It is not correct to conclude that pedestrian or bicycle improvements are ineffective. The actual impact is unknown.

Models are used in a sequence of steps to answer a series of questions about future travel patterns. These basic questions asked in each modeling step are as follows:

1. What will our community look like in the future?
   A. How many people will there be? (population forecasts)
   B. What will they be doing? (economic forecasts)
   C. Where will activities take place? (land use)
2. What are the travel patterns in the future?
   A. How many trips will be made? (trip generation)
   B. Where will the trips be? (trip distribution)
   C. What modes will be used? (mode split)
   D. What routes will be used? (traffic assignment)
   E. What will be the effects of this travel? (impact analysis)

Population, Economic and Land Use Forecasts

Before forecasts are made of travel, it is necessary to determine how the community will look in the future. Transportation is directly linked to land use. Trips are assumed to follow future land use patterns. If land use is changed, there should be a change in travel.

How many people will there be? (population forecasts)

Future population forecasts are based on assumptions about birth rates, death rates and the rate of migration into or out of the study area. The forecasting process uses current information about the ages of the population and forecasts ahead by the calculation of the number of births, deaths and migrants added to the region in each year of the future. These rates are assumed to remain constant or to change in a specified way. These rates have changed substantially over the past 30 years so often several forecasts are made under different assumptions. A valuable output of this step is a forecast that indicates the age structure of the future population.

What activities will people engage in? (economic forecasts)

Forecasts need to be made of future employment levels as these are the basis for forecasts of work travel, shopping, etc. Economic forecasts have to be done in conjunction with the population forecasts since the two are highly interrelated. Employment often grows...
because the populations grows, but migration rates into and out of the community depend upon the growth of the economy. Assumptions have to be made of the ability of a region to generate new basic employment and to hold onto its existing basic employment. These are based on past trends and judgments of future local economic conditions. Total employment is found by applying an economic multiplier to basic employment.

**Where will these activities occur? (land use)**

Population and economic growth has to be distributed over different locations in order to do travel forecasts. It is necessary to know where people will live, work shop and go to school in the future in order to get estimates of future trip making. Land use plans can be developed to continue existing trends or to change trends if is felt that current trends are undesirable. Land use planning can be done either through a judgment technique or through a modeling process. The judgment techniques involves the allocation of growth in steps to smaller and smaller geographic areas considering past trends, availability of open land for development and local plans and zoning ordinances. It is sometimes done with the use of an expert panel that includes local planners, developers, financiers and real estate brokers. An allocation is made following rules and guidelines as set down as planning standards and land use rates. Alternative plans can be developed to reflect different assumptions. For example land use plans could be developed to continue current trends, to reduce urban sprawl, to concentrate development along major corridors or in satellite communities or to avoid environmentally sensitive areas.

A modeling approach to land use planning can be used to determine the impact of transportation facilities on growth patterns. The locations of basic employment are set by hand and the model locates other employment and residential land use in relationship to the basic employment. Allocations are determined based on the availability of open land and upon the accessibility that is provided from a proposed transportation plan. The modeling process finds a balance between supply and demand for both land use and transportation. This approach is relatively new and has only been used in limited locations.

Assumptions and limitations: some of the assumptions used to do land use plans are
the following.

1. No feedback with transportation plans. Land use plans are developed before transportation plans and assumed to not change as a result of the transportation improvements.
2. Current development is fixed. Land use plans generally only deal with new growth and assume that current development will be unchanged. Effects of redevelopment programs, changing use of neighborhoods and so forth are normally not considered.
3. Mixed use benefits are not considered. Land use patterns that facilitate walking and non automobile travel are not easily dealt with in the model

Travel Demand Modeling

The travel forecasting process is at the heart of urban transportation planning. This process is used to estimate the number of trips that will be made on a transportation systems alternative at some future date. It involves a series of mathematical models that attempt to simulate human behavior while traveling. The models are done in a sequence of steps that answer a series of questions about traveler decisions. Attempts are made to simulate all choices that travelers make in response to a given system of highways, transit and policies. Many assumptions need to be made about how people make decisions, the factors they consider and how they react a particular transportation alternative.

Travel demand modeling was first developed in the late 1950's as a means to do highway planning. As the need to look at other problems and issues arose, the modeling process has been modified to add additional techniques to deal with these problems. The general steps in the process are used to answer a series of questions as follows:

How is the city represented for computer analysis? (Zone/Network system)

Travel simulations require that an urban area be represented as a series of small geographic areas called travel analysis zones (TAZs). Zones are characterized by their population, employment and other factors and are the places where trip making decisions are made (trip producers) and the trip need is met (trip attractors). Trip making is assumed to begin at the center of activity in a zone (zone centroid). Trips that are very short, that begin and end in a single zone (intrazonal trips) are usually not directly included in the forecasts. This limits the analysis of pedestrian and bicycle trips in the process. Zones can
be as small as a single block but typically are 1/4 to one mile square in area. A planning study can easily use 500-2000 zones. A large number of zones will increase the accuracy of the forecasts but require more data and computer processing time. Zones tend to be small in areas of high population and larger in more rural areas. Internal zones are those within the study area while external zones are those outside of the study area. The study area should be large enough so that nearly all (over 90%) of the trips begin and end within the study area.

The highway system and transit systems are represented as networks for computer analysis. Networks consist of links to represent segments of highways or transit lines and nodes to represent intersections and other points on the network. Data for links includes travel times on the link, average speeds, capacity, and direction. Node data is more limited to information on which links connect to the node and the location of the node (coordinates). Node data could also include data on intersections to help calculate delay encountered at intersections.

The travel simulation process follows trips as they begin at a trip generation zone, move through a network of links and nodes and end at a trip attracting zone. The simulation process is known as the four step process for the steps of trip generation, trip distribution, mode split and traffic assignment.

**How many Trips will there be? (trip generation)**

The first step in travel forecasting is trip generation. In this step information from land use, population and economic forecasts are used to estimate how many trips will be made to and from each zone. This is done separately by trip purpose. Some of the trip purposes that could be used are: home based work trips (work trips that begin or end at home), home based shopping trips, home based other trips, school trips, non-home based trips (trips that neither begin or end at home), truck trips and taxi trips. Trips are calculated based on the characteristics of the zones. Trip productions are based on household characteristics such as the number of people in the household and the number of vehicles available. For example a household with four people and two vehicles may be assumed to produce 3.00 work trips per day. Trip attractions are typically based on the level of employment in a zone. For example a zone could be assumed to attract 1.32 home based work trips for every person employed in that zone. Trip generation uses trip rates that are averages for large segments of the study area.

Assumptions and limitations: Some of the assumptions in trip generation are as follows:

1. Independent decisions. Travel behavior is a complex process where often
decisions of one household member are dependent on others in the household. For example, child care needs may affect how and when people travel to other places. This interdependency for trip making is not considered.

2. Limited trip purposes. With no more than four to eight trip purposes, a simplified trip pattern results. All shopping trips are treated the same weather shopping for groceries or lumber. Home based "other" trip purposes cover a wide variety of purposes - medical, visit friends, banking, etc. which are influenced by a wider variety of factors than those used in the modeling process.

3. Combinations of trips are ignored. Travelers may often combine a variety of purposes into a sequence of trips as the run errands and link together activities. This is called trip chaining and is a complex process. The modeling process treats such trip combinations in a very limited way.

4. Feedback, cause and effect problems. Trip generation models sometimes calculate trips as a function of factors that in turn could depend on how many trips there are. For example shopping trip attractions are found as a function of retail employment, but it could also be argued that the number of retail employees at a shopping center will depend on how many people come there to shop. This 'chicken and egg' problem comes up frequently in travel forecasts and is difficult to avoid. Another example is that trip making depends on auto availability, but it could be also argued that the number of automobiles a household owns would depend upon how active they are in making trips.

Where do the trips go? (Trip distribution)

Trip generation only finds the number of trips that begin or end at a particular zone. The process of trip distribution links the trip ends to form an origin-destination pattern. Trip distribution is used to represent the process of destination choice, i.e. "I need to go shopping but where should I go to meet my shopping needs?. Trip distribution leads to a large increase in the amount of data which needs to be dealt with. Origin-destination tables are very large. For example a 1200 zone study area would have 1,440,000 possible trip combinations in its O-D table for each trip purpose. The most commonly used procedure for trip distribution is called the gravity model. The gravity model takes the trips produced at one zone and distributes to other zones based on the size of the other zones (as measured by their trip attractions) and on the basis of the distance to other zones. A zone with a large number of trip attractions (say a large shopping center) will receive a greater number of distributed trips than one with a small trip attractions (a small shopping center). Distance to possible destinations is the other factor used in the gravity model. The number of trips to a given destination decreases with the distance to the destination (it is inversely proportional). For example, you would expect more trips to a nearby shopping center than one further away. The distance effect is found through a calibration process which gives travel times to destinations from the model similar to that found from field data. "Distance" can be
measured several ways. The simplest way this is done is to use auto travel times between zones as the measurement of distance. Other ways might be to use a combination of auto travel time and costs such as tolls as the measurement of distance. Still another way is to use a combination of transit and auto times and costs (composite cost). This method involves using a percentage of the auto time and cost and a percentage of the transit time/cost. Because of calculation procedures, the model must be used a number of times (iterated) in order to balance the trip numbers to match the initial values.

Assumptions and limitations: Some of the assumptions in trip distribution are as follows:

1. Constant trip times: In order for the model to be used as a forecasting tool it must be assumed that the average lengths of trips that occur now will remain constant in the future. Since trip lengths are measured by travel time this means that improvements in the transportation system that reduce travel times are assumed to be balanced by a further separation of origins and destinations. Thus faster speeds on the network will result in longer trips, measured by distance.

2. Use of automobile travel times to represent 'distance'. The gravity model requires a measurement of the distance between zones. This is almost always based on automobile travel times rather than transit travel times and leads to a wider distribution of trips (they are spread out over a wider radius of places) than if transit times were used. This process limits the ability to represent travel patterns of households that locate on a transit route and travel to points along that route.

3. Limited effect of social-economic-cultural factors. The gravity model distributes trips only on the basis of size of the trip ends (trip productions, trip attractions) and travel times between the trip ends. Thus the model would predict a large number of trips between a high income residential area and a nearby low income employment area or between a Spanish speaking neighborhood and a nearly non-Spanish speaking neighborhood. The actual distribution of trips is affected by the nature of the people and activities that are involved and their socio-economic and cultural characteristics as well as the size and distance factors used in the model. Furthermore, groups of travelers might avoid some areas of the city and favor others based on socio-
economic-cultural reasons. Adjustments are sometimes made in the model to account for such factors, but it is difficult since the effects of these factors on travel is difficult to quantify much less to predict how it would change over time.

4. Feedback problems: Travel times are needed to calculate trip distribution; however travel times depend upon the level of congestion on streets in the network. The level of congestion is not known during the trip distribution step since that is found in a later calculation. Normally what is done is that travel times are assumed and checked later. If the assumed values differ from the actual values, they should be modified and the calculations should be redone.

How will people travel? (mode choice, auto occupancy analysis)

Mode choice is one of the most critical parts of the demand modeling process. It is the step where trips between a given origin and destination are split into trips using transit, trips by car pool or as automobile passengers and trips by automobile drivers. Calculations are conducted that compare the attractiveness of travel by different modes to determine their relative usage. All proposals to improve public transit or to change the ease of using the automobile are passed through the mode split/auto occupancy process as part of their assessment and evaluation. It is important to understand what factors are used and how the process is conducted in order to plan, design and implement new systems of transportation.

Mode split is done by a comparison of the "disutility" of travel between two points for the different modes that are available. Disutility is a term used to represent a combination of the travel time, cost and convenience of a mode between an origin and a destination. It is found by placing multipliers (weights) on these factors and adding them together. Travel time is divided into two components: in-vehicle time to represent the time when a traveler is actually in a vehicle and moving and out-of-vehicle time which includes time spend traveling which occurs outside of the vehicle (time to walk to and from transit stops, waiting time, transfer time). Out-of-vehicle time is used to represent "convenience" and is typically multiplied by a factor of 2.0 to 7.0 to give it greater importance in the calculations. This is because travelers do not like to wait or walk long distances to their destinations. The size of the multiplier will be different depending upon the purpose of the trip. Travel cost is multiplied by a factor to represent the value that travelers place on time savings for a particular trip purpose. For transit trips, the cost of the trip is given as the average transit
fare for that trip while for auto trips cost is found by adding the parking cost to the length of the trip as multiplied by a cost per mile. Auto cost is based on a "perceived" cost per mile (on the order of 5-10 cents/mile) which only includes fuel and oil costs and does not include ownership, insurance, maintenance and other fixed costs (total costs of automobile travel are much higher). Disutility calculations may also contain a "mode bias factor" which is used to represent other characteristics or travel modes which may influence the choice of mode (such as a difference in comfort between transit and automobiles). The mode bias factor is used as a constant in the analysis and is found by attempt to fit the model to actual travel behavior data. The disutility equations do not normally recognize differences within travel modes. A bus system and a rail system with the same time and cost characteristics will have the disutility values. It is possible that mode bias factors could be different for different technologies, to represent a preference for light rail over bus, but this must be specifically included.

Once disutilities are known for the various choices between an origin and a destination, the trips are split among various modes based on the relative differences between disutilities. A large advantage will mean a high percentage for that mode. Split are calculated to match splits found from actual traveler data. Sometimes a fixed percentage is used for the minimum transit use (percent captive users) to represent travelers who have no automobile available or are unable to use an automobile for their trip.

Mode split and auto occupancy analysis can be two separate steps or can be combined into a single step, depending on how a forecasting process is set up. In the simplest application a highway/transit split is made first which is followed by a split of automobile trips into auto driver and auto passenger trips. More complex analysis splits trips into multiple categories (single occupant auto, two person car pool, 3-5 person car pool, van pool, local bus, express bus, etc.). Auto occupancy analysis is often a highly simplified process which uses fixed auto occupancy rates for a given trip purpose or for given household size and auto ownership categories. This means that the forecasts of car pooling are insensitive to changes in the cost of travel, the cost of parking, the presence of special programs to promote car pooling, etc.

Assumptions: Some of the assumptions in mode choice analysis are as follows:

1. Choice only affected by time and cost characteristics. An important thing to understand about mode choice analysis is...
that shifts mode usage would only be predicted to occur only if there are changes in the characteristics of the modes, i.e. there must be a change in the in-vehicle time, out-of-vehicle time or cost of the automobile or transit for the model to predict changes in demand. Thus if one adds a lot of amenities to transit or substitutes a light rail transit system for a bus system without changes in travel times or costs, the model would not show any difference in demand, unless a 'mode specific constant' were used. People are assumed to make travel choices based only on the factors in the model. Factors not in the model will have no effect on results predicted by the models.

2. Omitted factors. Factors which are not included in the model such as crime, safety, security, etc. concerns have no effect. They are assumed to be included as a result of the calibration process. However, if an alternative has different characteristics for some of the omitted factors, no change will be predicted by the model. Such effects need to be done by hand and require considerable skill and assumptions.

3. Access times are simplified. No consideration is given to the ease of walking in a community and the characteristics of a waiting facility in the choice process. Strategies to improve local access to transit or the quality of a place to wait do not have an effect on the models.

4. Time and cost can be added. The disutility calculations assume that a traveler considers time and cost separately and mentally adds them up to determine their best choice for a trip.

5. Constant weights. The importance of time cost and convenience is assumed to remain constant for a given trip purpose. Trip purpose categories are very broad (i.e. 'shop', 'other'). Differences within these categories of the importance of time and cost are ignored.

What routes will be used? (traffic assignment)

Once trips have been split into highway and transit trips, the specific path that they use to travel from their origin to their destination must be found. These trips are then assigned to that path in the step called traffic assignment. Traffic assignment is the most time consuming and data intensive step in the process and is done differently for highway trips and transit trips. The process first involves the calculation of the shortest path from each origin to all destinations (usually the minimum time path is used). Trips for each O-D pair are then assigned to the links in the minimum path and the trips are added up for each link. The assigned trip volume is then compared to the capacity of the link to see if it is congested. If a link is congested the speed on the link needs to be reduced to result in a larger travel time on that link. When speeds and travel times are changed the shortest path may change. Hence the whole process must be repeated many times (iterated) until there is an equilibrium between travel demand and travel supply. Trips on congested links will be shifted to uncongested links until this equilibrium, condition occurs.
There are a variety of ways in which the calculations are done to reach network equilibrium, in order to keep the computer time to a minimum. One way to get a feel for the accuracy of the models is to look at the resulting speeds on the network. These should be realistic after equilibrium.

Transit trip assignment is done in a similar way except that transit headways are adjusted rather than travel times. Transit headways (minutes between vehicles) affect the capacity of a transit route. Low headways mean that there is more frequent service and a greater number of vehicles. Transit supply and demand are also recalculated to reach an equilibrium between supply and demand.

It is important to understand the concept of equilibrium. If a highway or transit route is congested during the peak hour, its excess trips will be shifted to alternative routes. If the alternative routes are also congested the final results will show congestion over a wide part of the network. In the real world this congestion will eventually dissipate over time.

Another important step in assignment is the time of day analysis. Daily trip patterns need to be converted to peak time period traffic. A key assumption needed is the portion of daily travel that occurs during the peak period. This is normally used as a constant and conventional travel models have very limited capability to describe how travelers will shift their trips to less congested times of the day.

Assumptions and limitations: Some of the assumptions in traffic assignment are as follows:

1. Delay occurs on links. Most traffic assignment procedures assume that delay occurs on the links rather than at intersections. This is a good assumption for through roads and freeways but not for highways with extensive signalized intersections. Intersections involve highly complex movements and signal systems. Intersections are highly simplified in traffic if the assignment process does not modify control systems in reaching an equilibrium. Use of sophisticated traffic signal systems or enhanced network control of traffic cannot be analyzed with conventional traffic assignment procedures.

2. Travel only occurs on the network. It is assumed that all trips begin and end at a single point in a zone (the centroids) and occurs only on the links included in the network. Not all roads streets are included in the network nor all possible trip beginning and end points included. The zone/network system is a simplification of reality.

3. Capacities are simplified. To determine the capacity of roadways and transit systems requires a complex process of calculations that consider many factors. In most travel forecasts this is greatly simplified. Capacity is found based only on the number of lanes of a roadway and its type (freeway or arterial). Most travel demand models used for large transportation planning
studies do not consider intersection capacity and the use of sophisticated traffic control systems in their calculations.

4. Time of day variations. Traffic varies considerably throughout the day and during the week. The travel demand forecasts are made on a daily basis for a typical weekday and then converted to peak hour conditions. Daily trips are multiplied by a "hour adjustment factor", for example 10%, to convert them to peak hour trips. The number assumed for this factor is very critical. A small variation, say plus or minus one percent, will make a large difference in the level of congestion that would be forecast on a network. Most models are unable to represent how travelers often cope with congestion by changing the time they make their trips.

5. Emphasis on peak hour travel. As described above, forecasts are done for the peak hour. A forecast for the peak hour of the day does not provide any information on what is happening the other 23 hours of the day. The duration of congestion beyond the peak hour is not determined. In addition travel forecasts are made for a 'average weekday'. Variations in travel by time of year or day of the week are usually not considered.

What are the effects of the travel?

Equilibrium traffic assignment results indicate the amount of travel to be expected on each link in the network at some future date with a given transportation system. These link traffic volumes are the basic information that is used to determine a wide variety of effects of travel for plan evaluation. Some of the key effects are congestion, accidents, travel times, air pollution emissions. Each of these effects needs to be estimated through further calculations. Typically these are done by applying crash or emission rates by highway type and speed. Assumptions need to be made of the speed and characteristics of travel for non-peak hours of the day and for variation in travel by time of the year.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traffic Engineering</th>
<th>Transit (Planning)</th>
<th>Transportation Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time frame for Study and Implementation</td>
<td>Short (to medium)</td>
<td>Short (to medium)</td>
<td>Medium to long-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modes Studies</td>
<td>Mainly motor traffic</td>
<td>Almost exclusively public transit vehicles</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation Criteria</td>
<td>Experience, safety</td>
<td>Mainly economic</td>
<td>Mainly economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of Existing Infrastructure</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>Significant</td>
<td>Often Minor, major consideration of new infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consideration of Modal Interaction</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>Of importance</td>
<td>Of paramount importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical Study Costs</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciplines Involved</td>
<td>Few</td>
<td>Few</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type and number of issues addressed</td>
<td>Relatively few and narrow</td>
<td>Relatively few and narrow</td>
<td>Many and broad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Study Detail</td>
<td>Often great</td>
<td>Usually large</td>
<td>Usually more &quot;broad-brushed&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consideration given to Land Use</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Extensive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How can models be improved?

Transportation models are being called upon to provide forecasts for a complex set of problems that in some cases can go beyond their capabilities and original purpose. Travel demand management, employer based trip reduction programs, pedestrian and bicycle programs, time of day shifts, changing age structure of the population and land use polices may not be handled well in the process.

Transportation travel forecasting models uses packaged computer programs which have limitations on how easily they can be changed. In some cases the models can be modified to accommodate additional factors or procedures (quick fix) while in other cases major modifications are needed or new software is required. The following are some potential modifications of the models that may help to improve their usefulness.

**Better data.** All models are based on data about travel patterns and behavior. If this data is out-of-date, incomplete or inaccurate the results will be poor no matter how good the models are. One of the most effective ways of improving model accuracy and value is to have a good basis of recent data that represent all components of the population to use to calibrate the models and to provide for checks of their accuracy. Models need to demonstrate that they provide an accurate picture of current travel before they should be used to forecast future travel.

**Improve representation of bicycle and pedestrian travel.** Travel by bicycle and by walking is not handled well in conventional travel demand models. Improved methods of dealing with these types of trips are needed. This can be done by incorporation of factors in trip generation models that relate trip making to pedestrian or bicycle amenities. Also methods of mode choice could be expanded to include these types of trips.

**Better Auto Occupancy Models.** Current auto occupancy procedures tend to be insensitive to a wide range of policies that may lead to more or less carpooling. Auto occupancy procedures need to be sensitive to the cost of parking and costs of travel as well as the number of trips that occur between an origin and destination. Also it may be desirable to treat ride sharing among family members differently that car pooling between persons from different households. Procedures that increase the number of trip purposes to deal with market segments that are likely to share rides could help with this problem.

**Better time of day procedures.** Levels of congestion in hours other than the peak period are needed to get a better understanding of the nature of congestion as it occurs throughout a day and over time into the future. Methods are needed to represent how travelers choose the time of travel, especially for non-work and non-school trips. Hourly conversion factors need to be looked at very carefully to insure that they represent actual variations in traffic.

**Use more trip purposes.** Additional trip purposes (market segments) may provide a way to get a better representation of complex household trip patterns and trip chaining. This would also provide trip generation procedures that are
sensitive to more factors that would follow from travel management techniques.

**Better representation of access.** Land use policies that facilitate transit use or that provide high quality site design with good pedestrian access are not well represented in the transportation models. Improved methods are needed to measure the disutility of the access portion of transit and highway trips. Such methods would involve the calculation of an access index that was sensitive to the ease of access and waiting for transit vehicles in areas that used more transit/pedestrian/bicycle friendly design.

**Incorporate costs into trip distribution.** Trip distribution models should use a generalized measure of distance that includes costs of travel by different means including parking costs. Such models would then better show the sensitivity of travel patterns to cost changes.

**Add Land Use Feedback.** It is important to take steps to close the loop of the forecasting process to enable a better representation of the interaction of land use and travel demand. Land use simulation models should be added to the sequence of models to help to determine how a proposed transportation system will lead to land use changes.

**Add intersection delays.** In an urban traffic network most delay is encountered at traffic signals or stop signs rather than on the roads between intersections. Travel forecasting models should include routines that calculate the delay encountered at intersections. Moreover, intersection signal splits should be treated as a variable that would be modified as the traffic assignment process iterates to reach an equilibrium.